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Lesson 36:  Review and Practice   

Practice Sound Cards:  Practice ing,  ink,  y & any previous sounds not automatic.    
 

Write and Say Sounds: Please write and say ing, ink,  y + any previous sounds the child 

needs practice with! Make sure he forms the letter correctly and says the sound as he writes it.   
 

Reading Mixed List of Words: Have your child read the following words to you, sounding 

out with finger tracking and proper blending. Immediately correct any errors.  
 

I a we can am the 

at if did it and on 

its that this is in not 

had us up but to than 

said do can get got him 

will with was of which me 

what shop as has his when 

met back plan left shut cup 

old from he son all she 

post hot land red drop no 

sled next list band crash try 

nest stop run shed rash be 

drum hunt deck lock kiss chin 

skin shop cast gift camp much 

clap west jump gust flag catch 

fix buzz was from which lunch 
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six quick whip what chest quit 

inch who crash send dogs sing 

come most from wild mind sink 

some rang blind crank stall chess 

watch calm next wasp walk rink 

you bring yet fly clock quack 

tall yell chalk dry fall grind 

walks squish jack frogs crept print 

bent front child strip crash skunk 

bunch find string yes walk swim 

stamp plant math shrub thump luck 

twist stump shrimp trunk felt track 

very cozy baby only insect also 

candy silly exit pony going  navy 

almost vanish punish crunchy protect extra  

children visit select angry tallest washing 

Reading Sentences: Have your child read with proper tracking and blending. Make 

immediate corrections.  
 

Can you smell the stinky skunk? I can smell it, Yuck! 

The red frog is in the big tank and the black frog is in the 
little tank.  
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He sent the child to get the box from the desk.  

My pup can fetch. If you toss up a stick, she will bring it back 
to you. She will also fetch a ball. 

Did you find the red and black lady bug on this plant?  

Can you bring us a bunch of sand in that bucket?  

We will walk to the shop with my Mom. Then we can pick up 
a little snack. I will get some candy.  

Who can help me find my lost wallet?  

Can you help me find my cat? She is hiding from that big 
shaggy dog.  

Yes, my uncle is bringing us lunch.  

I had twenty small pink rocks in my cup.   

The black pony ran quickly across the grass. 

The colt is standing in his stall.  

The wasp nest is in the shrub by the little shed. I will not go 
by the shed. I do not want the wasps to sting me.  

The muddy dog is on the deck. Do not let him in. He must dry 
off and then you can brush him.  

The empty cup was left on the table. I want you to pick it up 
and bring it to me.  

The man was running with the big red dog. 


